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It is only within recent years that the Industrial
Organizations have taken any active interest in dealing with
the problem of recreation* In these days when recreation is
looked upon as a necessary part of life, it is hard to believe
that only one generation' ago this activity not only was
much less emphasized but was frov/ned upon as a waste of time
and energy*
One of the greatest industrialists the world has ever
known, John D. Rockefeller,^ voiced some succinct truths
regarding the employer-employee relationship, especially as
it relates to socialization progress, when he said;
The soundest industrial policy is that which has
constantly in mind the welfare of the employees as
well as the making of profits and which, when human
considerations demand it, subordinates profits to
welfare. It is, therefore, the duty of everyone
intrusted with Industrial leadership to do all in his
power to improve conditions under which men v/ork and
live.^
3
According to Neuijieyer, the place which Recreation
occupies in modern life can neither be understood nor appreci-
ated without a consideration of the far-reaching significance
of leisure. The sudden extension of leisure taking place
1 John D. Rockefeller, The personal Relations in Industry
(New York; Boni and Liveright, 1925), p.ll,
2 Ibid .
3 Martin Neiimeyer, Leisure and Recreation (New York; A.S.
Barnes and Co., 1936), p, 5.
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within the last decade is the main reason for the new demand
for recreation, just as the chief factor responsible for the
increase of leisure is the machine and its products, such as
industrialization, iirbanization, mobility, and the changing
standards of living.
It was early acknowledged that the people would have to
be educated to enjoy good wholesome recreation, or other
leisure-time pursuits. This has been pointed out by Roberts^
in the following statement;
The process of Education is that of developing the
faculties we possess to give us increased capacity fcr
enjoyment and usefulness, and of gaining instructions
to enable us to direct our efforts more effectively
to the purposes we have in view,^
Unfortunately, however, education moves very slov/ly,
not only in the academic subjects, but in education for
leisure as well. Leisure is hero to stay, and as yet few
people have learned to use it v/isely. The average person has
not been educated to use his spare time to the best advan-
tage, his own leisure and that of others. Today, society is
sufficiently prepared to provide adequate, wholesome activi-
ties for the increasing volume of leisure that has come to
stay.
Massachusetts has been unique in two respects regarding
leisure and recreation. In the first place, it was the home
1 George E. Roberts, Education and Industry (New York;
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of the -t'ilgrims who brought with them puritanical doctrines,
one of which was to look upon leisure with great disfavor.
The old idea that "the devil finds work for idle hands to
do," was quite prevalent among them; and it has left its
imprint upon society to this day. Secondly, the Industrial
Revolution of the United States started in New England,
I^iassachusetts early becoming one of the leading industrial
states of the country. Since then, the working hours have
been reduced so as to give leisure to a large group of
workers. Modern machinery, by increasing man’s efficiency
of production and by relieving him of the heavy ourden of
labor, has made it possible to reduce still further the
daily working hours, and the number of working days in a
week,
I. VALUE OF ELiPLOrEE RECREATION ACTIVITIES
The value of recreation for employees in industry is
well brought out in the following summary of reasons given
by industrial recreation Directors and personnel managers
who have watched at close range the effect of recreation
programs on workers;
1, Recreation gives workers opportunity to partici-
pate with others in activities which offer relaxation
from long hours and the strain of work,
2, Recreation builds up self-reliance in em-
ployees and creates esprit de corps among them,
3, Recreation provides workers with a natural
outlet for the expression of their desires and interests.
<c.- .
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aJj: cflel aiiri^ efj bi2£, ;marl^ SjCioild cfnolijvt'rq ’\o5
iBX'ieff'wXrxl oi£^ ,y/ib oet ^iefeloca noqjj LVU‘i:ir!X
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7
D*io£Bns.'7 lartaca'ibCi Iisr» a'lovf oeTla aoXlao'ioe'x lirX'xXsf/tnX ^<1
xio.UjEsaiotT lo dooTto wiv 6®nP'i ©noTo Xb iDcriodaw qvijxi priTT^;
- ' :ai©y('ro\; xxo ru.ic'isc'i.
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4, Recreation improves physical health and mental
stability of employees*
5* Recreation contributes to better relations bet-
ween employees and management.
6* Recreation, through development of leadership
ability, helps discover foremen and supervisory
personnel.
7. j^ecreation provided by plants is less expensive
for workers than that provided commercially.
8. Recreational programs that are well administered
help attract a better class of workers to the plant.
9. Recreation builds and secures the goodwill of
the community and the employees toward management,
10,
Recreation creates worker morale and thus helps
increase production efficiency and to reduce
absenteeism,!
II. HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL RECREATION
Following the first Vvorld War, many veterans who had
been exposed to the Army athletic program, returned to
I
Industrial Organizations to work, bringing with them the
I
desire to continue in recreational pursuits.
Corporations soon recognized this need and began to
develop informal recreation and athletic activities. In
addition to this, many of the corporations that instigated
programs felt that there would be an ever so much better
feeling between the employer and employees if they could get
together occasionally on the basis of play. They felt that
1 C.E» Brewer, “Recreation for Workers in Small Plants,”
Recreation
,
XXXIX (June, 1945), p. 144.
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this would, be especially true if families were to mix in
pleasurable activities outside of working hours. iLdmund^
found that serious labor unrest v/as decreased by the promo tiai
of a good program. Other employees felt that the cost of
recreation programs was prohibitive and that they were in
business to make a profit, not to cater to employe e-
recreational needs.
Large numbers of employees and labor unions felt that
these Company-sponsored programs bordered too much on the
paternalistic pattern. As a result of these conflicts, many
Corporations dropped the special recreational programs and,
instead, made efforts to initiate and improve community
recreational programs, fhey built Community Houses and
YMCA’s, hoping that the citizens would see their value and
assum.e the support out of their tax appropriations. The
public was slow in accepting these innovations because re-
creation v;as not yet a public necessity.
During the depression, many of the companies cancelled
their programs entirely, or else relegated them to a minor
role, 'i'he workers at that time were more worried about
holding their jobs, and what was in the pay envelope, than
in recreational pursuits. Oddly enough, with the country
still in the throes of its worst depression, recreation as a
1 VV.H.Hdmund, "The Trends of Industrial Hecreation,
"
(unpublished Doctor’s dissertation. Temple University, 1936)
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v/hole began to assume large proportions • Thousands were out
of work and something had to be done to make better use of
the added leisure time. Under the W, P, A,, community programs
were set up, and more free entertainment and instruction
v/as made available than ever before in American history.
Indeed, it could be stated that the Government had gone into
the recreational business,
huring the period of unionization, from 1934 to 1958,
there was a great change that took place in the attitude of
management and of unions, particularly in the steel and
automotive industries. In many cases, the unions, with the
consent of management, began to take over the recreational
1
programs, Tv/o bulletins of the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics report studies of Companies in which it v/as found
that labor organizations themselves v/ere rapidly developing
2programs of recreation, in many instances, they were
supported by the local organizations.
Luring the World Vii'ar II period, there was a rapid ex-
pansion of all existing industrial plants, Many grew to
enormous size without having adequate facilities for all of
their employees* well-being. In the west, it was not uncom-
mon to find plants built in corn fields, miles av/ay from the
nearest tov/n, and devoid of everything that would make lei-
1 C. L, Brewer "Industrial Recreation," Recreation, .'OCXVII
(March, 1944), pp, 679-683.''
2 Bulletin No, 465,United States Bureau of Statistics
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7sure time v/orth spending*
industry then began to wake up and to realize the need
of recreational facilities, not only in such isolated plants
but in the crowded cities and towns throughout the country.
Absenteeism began to increase, until a definite need arose to
build up worker morale. The former competitive athletic
program, it was found, took care of only a small number of
the workers and failed to consider the older employees, not
to mention the girls, \tio were fast taking over the drafted
men’s jobs in the industrial plants.
Thus it became necessary to create a nev/ system of
recreation for industry, one v/hich v/ould provide for a wide
range of activities for the majority of workers, the training
of leaders, the acquisition and development of facilities,
and the cooperation of management and employees. Tart of
the cost of such a program was to be borne by the employees,
virhile the activities v/ere to be based upon employee inter-
ests; also the control of the program was to be in the hands
of the employees to some extent.
This democratic program stemm.ing from the cooperation
of employee groups, boards, committees, and volunteers, is
1
functioning in the majority of the industrial organizations
today. Viilien the war ended programs dwindled to a certain
extent, due to various factors, but returning veterans, ac-
customed to a recreational program in the service, will create
a new demand for industrial recreation.
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Ill* PURPOSE OF STUDY
The purpose of this study has been to survey the field
and determine the status of Industrial Recreation as it
exists today in the different large manufacturing firms in
the State of Massachusetts*
IV. SCOPr. OF THE STUDY
The scope of this study is of state -wide significance
inasmuch as out of a total of 69 manufacturing firms employ-
ing more than 1,000 industrial workers, 50 manufacturing
firms, or 72 per cent of the total number of industrial con-
cerns in the state, were included in the survey.
It was deemed v/ise to study the larger manufacturing
firms in preference to the smaller ones due to the fact that
the larger firms could better assume the cost of such
recreational program^ and therefore, it was easier for them
to build up recreational organizations as well as to obtain
the necessary facilities.
V. JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
The problems of the Post-war reconversion program,
together v/ith the added leisure time now available to all
employees in industry, has intensified the need of industrial
recreation in Massachusetts. A great deal of the knowledge
and theory of Industrial Recreation, until recently, tended
to be of an empirical nature and lacking in volume . Thus
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it v/ould seem as if there is a definite need for more study
and research in the field.
Nothing has been done in the large industrial area of
this state to indicate a need for Industrial Recreation, or
even to justify its present status. This may be due to a
general lack of Information on the subject, the geographical
position of Massachusetts, the passive attitude of employees,
even to union-domination, it is to be hoped, therefore, that
this study will serve as an aid in guiding Industrial
Organizations and employee groups to initiate and enrich
their programs of recreation for industrial workers. Through
such a study they may be able to obtain current information
in regard to organization, finances, leadership, program,
and problems in the field. Also this study may aid men who
are planning to enter the field of Industrial Recreation and
who wish to know the current trends, to find out what is
required of them in the industrial world. Then too, such a
study may assist those already in the Industrial recreation
field to come into contact with the latest information on





"Recreation is a mode of behavior either
individual or collective which has its own drive and gives
current satisfaction, and is not undertaken for any goal or
k
'
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"Ftecreation deals with a kind of activity that is engag
ed in without compulsion and usually brings immediate and
direct satisfaction to the participant,”^
Industrial recreation .
Industrial recreation is a phase that locates
recreation in a specific area of living. In short, it
deals with satisfying activities carried on for, or
promoted by, employees in numerous lines of business
endeavor. These recreation activities range from
such passive types as stamp-collecting or chess to
the more vigorous types, such as basketball, baseball,
and the like. They should include activities v/hich
may be classified as physical, social, cultural, and
outing types of recreation activities.^
Leisure , "leisure is commonly thought of as the sur-
plus time remaining after the formal duties and necessities
of life have been attended to. It is free time, enabling
4
a person to do as he chooses.” For practical purposes we
shall accept this definition, although the subjective differ
ences which distinguishes mere idleness, rest, or loafing,
from Recreation have not been overlooked.
VII. REVIKW OF THS LITERATURE
There has been comparatively little published research
on the status of industrial recreation. The major portion
of the industrial recreation literature has been concerned
L Martin M. Neumeyer, ”Vdiat They Say about Recreation,”
Recreation (October, 1944), p, 362.
2 Mark McClosl^, “Recreation in Defense Industry Com-
munities,” Recreation
.
XXXV (August, 1941), p, 324,
3 Ibid .
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with opinions which v/ere basod, for the most part, upon
a rather subjective evaluation of experiences or trends.
The first study on industrial recreation, in 1939-40,
was made possible through a grant established at Purdue
University, at Lafayette, Indiana, Prior to 1940, little in-
formation was available in the field save for information
gleaned as a part of a general survey of v/elfare activities
in industry,
Floyd Eastward is one of the pioneers in recreation and
his two most widely-read books on the subject. Industrial





have added greatly to the sum total
of knov/ledge of recreation in industry.
In a study conducted by Eastv/ard and L,J,Diehl,^ of the
ihirdue University Research Foundation, it was found that an
Industrial Athletic program achieves four ends, namely:
1, Improved employer-employee relations,
2, Better interdepartmental cooperation and
fellowship.
3, Better (worker) use of energy during free time.
4, Better mental and physical fitness on part
of workers,
A reanalysis of Diehl's %ata, according to the size of
the company, reveals that a greater appreciation of the value
of recreation, as a contributing factor in employer-employee
1 Floyd Eastward and L. J, Diehl, Industrial Recreation ;
Its Development and Present Status (ihirdue University,Lafayett^
Indiana, 1940), p. 63,
2 Ibid.
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relationships, increases as the number of employees increase.
This might be expected, inasmuch as the larger the organiza-
tion the greater would be the social distance between groups
of employees and the employer and employee.
It has been pointed out by Lowry^ that opportunities
for social experience are lacking among industrial workers.
A study that was made of one hundred and sixty-three foremen
clearly indicates this lack of social recreation activities.
It is interesting to find that 45 per cent of the foremen
belonged to no social organization, 35 per cent belonged to
one organization, and 20 per cent belonged to two. Fifty-
three per cent listed some form of social recreation, such as
bowling, horseshoes, and cards. Solitary recreation, such as
the growing of roses, construction of radios, and photo-
graphy, accounted for 46 per cent.
p
In a recent study by ^^alker concerning Industrial
recreation in North Carolina, it was concluded that Indus-
trial recreation was established in the textile industries
more often than in any other type of industry. This was true,
also, of the larger industries. On an average, recreation
costs ij^S.Sl per individual, per year, in companies that em-
ploy up to 2,000 people; s^2.21 in organizations maide up of
1 S.M. Lova?y,'* Selection and Development of Foremen and




2 Stanley R. Walker, "Industrial Recreation in North
Carolina,” Aim; Industrial Sports and Recreation (July, 1947)
p. 24.
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more than 2,000 employees, or about 13 cents per week, per
employee, for all firms in the state.
The aforementioned studies were among the most worth
while, with regard to research in Industrial recreation. All
of this helps to emphasize the fact that we have only just
scratched the surface and that we certainly need to supple-
ment our knov/ledge of industrial recreation.
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF INKUSTRIAL RECREATION IN AitERICA
I, PURPOSE OF INDUSTRIAL RECREATION
The purpose of Industrial Recreation can he best
explained by quoting a statement made by E, B, De Groote^
at the 1947 Conference of the Industrial Recreation
Association. He said: “The purpose of Industrial Recreation
can be summed up as a program so designed that it will be
an aid toward the fulfillment of a complete American way
of life for Industrial people,” He went on to say that,
"The purpose of our industrial recreation programs (to be
successful) must be in tune with a more enlightened, more
intelligent, more demanding, and all-around higher type of
Industrial worker,” And when we speak of the purposes of
a recreation program in Industry, we must take into
consideration, of course, the interests of three groups, the
employees, the company, and the community. All of these
groups can derive benefits and achieve the over-all purposes
if we design the program along lines that will satisfy the
expectancy of the employees and management.
Management has learned to look upon a recreation
program as an obligation and a tool to better management,
1 E, B. De Groote, ”The -Purpose of Industrial Recreation,”;
Aim, Industrial Sports and Recreation (July, 1947), p.8.
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Management executives certainly do not now look upon recrea-
tion as a fad, as they did several years ago. If, which is
true, recreation is considered a personnel tool, then it
would seem as if management were justified in expecting and
demanding certain definite results. Consciously or otherwise,
management expects, and properly so, that the program will
present opportunities for selling the employees on manage-
ment in relation to company policies, safety, good house-
keeping and such things
.
II. ORGAiaZATION AMj ADMINISTRATION
Since no two industrial plant situations are alike it
might be unwise to assume that the organization and adminis-
tration of Industrial rrograms follow a set pattern in all
parts of the coimtry, since the size of the plants affects
the programs to such an extent that a single suggestive
blueprint for industry’s role in recreation would be out of
the question,^
A summary has been made of the statements of Brev/er,^
an authority on the subject, with regard to organization and
administration which throws a great deal of light on the
importance of recreational organization in the field,
1 Bulletin
,
’’Recreation for Industrial Workers” (National
Recreation Association, 315 Fourth Avenue, New York, 1945)
p. 34, ^
2 C.E .Brewer, ’’Industrial Recreation,” Recreation,XXXVII
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This is given in part, as follows:
1, No two plants alike. Factors: size of organiza-
tion, niimber of workers, shifts involved, hours of v/ork,
length of v/ork-week, workers' sex, share -the -ride plan,
location of plant as regards nearest coimnunity, et
cetera.
2, Some plants have recreation as a separate unit.
Others have it as a subdivision of personnel or hand-
led by a labor-management committee. Still others, as
part of employee services.
3, Generally, a reasonably ideal set-up has an
efficient, centralized board, committee or council
elected by the employees with voluntary membership in the
association, and amount of dues decided by the employ-
0 0 S •
a. A competent recreation director should
head it.
b. Incorporation is wise, for it absolves
officers of many obligations. Also, the
organization may ovm stocks or property.
III. BASIC BRINCIBLSS OP BR0GRA1.1 PLANNING
The Philosophy of Recreation has been stated in terms
of principles by the National Recreation Association. Accord-
ing to Eastward,^ it would seem advisable for program ad-
ministrators to consider well such a roster of principles
when Initiating or reorganizing an Industrial Recreation
Program. These principles read as follows:
1, Every worker needs to discover which activities
give him personal satisfaction, fn these activities
1 Floyd Eastv/ard, Planned Industrial Recreation .adapted
from Nineteen Recreation Principles (New York: National
Recreation dissociation, 1941), pp, 27-28,
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he should be helped to develop the essential skills#
Several of these activities should be of such a nature
that he can keep them up throughout life.
2# Every worker should have certain forms of recrea-
tion which require little space and which can be fitted
into small fragments of time.
3# Every worker needs to know well a certain limit-
ed niunber of indoor and outdoor games which he himself
likes so well that there will never be an occasion when
he cannot think of anything else to do,
4# Every worker should be helped to form the habit
of finding pleasure in reading#
5# Most workers should loiow at least a few songs
with good music so that they may sing when they feel
like it#
6# Every worker should be helped to learn how to
make something of beauty in line, form, color, sound, or
graceful use of his ovm body. At least he should find
pleasure in v/hat others do in painting, woodv/orking,
sculpture, photography, if he cannot himself use these
forms of expression#
7# Every worker should be encouraged to find one
or more hobbies#
8, It is of greatest importance that every person
be exposed to rhytlim because without rhythm man is
incomplete #
9. About one year in every ten of a worker’s life
is spent in eating# It is of fundamental importance
that this one-tenth of his life shall be so lit up by
play of mind upon mind that eating shall not be a
hurried chore but an opportunity for comradeship and
for growth for the whole man# Eating should be a social
occasion, in the home and cafeteria, something of a
ceremony.
10.
Rest, repose, reflection, contemplation are in
themselves forms of recreation and ought never to be
entirely crowded out by more active play.
11# Those recreation activities are most important
v/hich most completely command the individual so that
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12« Ultimate satisfaction in recreation comes only
through one's ov/n achievement of some kind.
13. The form of one's recreation as an adult, often
though not always, should he such as to use in paru
powers unused in the rest of one's life.
14. A v/orker is successful in his recreational life
insofar as the forms of activity he chooses creates a
play spirit, a humor, which to some extent pervades all
his working hours, helping him to find enjo3rment con-
stantly in the little events of life.
15. Participation as a citizen in the cooperative
building of a better way of life in which all may share
is one of the most permanently satisfying forms of
recreation.
IV. FINDING EMPLOYEE INTERESTS
The director of recreation should seek the aid of the
employee groups in program-planning since active cooperation
between the employer and employee is desirable. Regimentation
defeats the purposes of a recreation program. The more pro-
gressive programs, it will be found, are those which have
evolved from the workers' interests and which have been co-
operatively established.
One way of determining employee interest is to set up
a questionnaire and distribute it among the employees. The
interest-finder questionnaire should be of great help in
locating prospective leaders and will serve as well as a
basis for program planning. The following is a sampl® ques-
tionnaire which was suggested by the National Recreation
Association;
^
^ bulletin , "Recreation for Industrial V«orkers (National
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Badge or clock number Department


























making clothes, or hats
•making useful things for
the home
Outings—such as, picnics, melon
feasts, fish fries, family
parties
2* List any other activities in which you would be
interested
3* List activities in which you would be willing to give
volunteer leadership
4, Vi/hat position can you play on any athletic team?
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6* Have you any specialty or novelty act which you can per-
form on the stage or over the radio?
7. Have you ever played in any dramatic or stage show?
8* Vihat recreation facilities, such as gymnasium, sv;imming
pools, playground tennis courts, recreation room, etc.,
do you think should he built at the plant or in the
community that you do not have at the present time?
V. STARTING A RECREATIONAL PROGRAM
The following statements were taken from various
authorities in regard to getting an industrial recreational
program started;
1,
determine employee interests in the particular




2, If informal groups already exist, so much the
better. Use these as a foundation for the program,
3, Allow employees at least part control in their
own program. The administrative machinery works best
under this set-up, it has been found.
4,
Recreational programs which allow leadership
to come to the fore are usually most successful,^
5,
Start slov/ly with less complex activities until
the leaders stand out. Coaches and managers should come
from employee groups if possible,^
1 C.E,Brewer, op, cit
., p. 681.
2 L. M, Delaney, "The sports Program at Falk," Recreation
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6. Schedules should be posted for all to see. Non-
par ticIpsnts -should be encouraged to watch. It develops
pride in the shop and organization,^
7. Use of plant publications and of bulletin
boards increases interest.^
8. All facilities, both plant and coimnunity, should
be utilized to make programs work better. 'I’here should
be cooperation among plants as well as with schools,
churches, and civic groups. With the principle of
mutual community aid working for a plan, it stands a
much better chance for complete success than it would
if it were wholly on its own.^
VI. PROBLEM OF LEADERSHIP
The problem of leadership v/ould seem to be best
4
summarized in statements made by Hpev/er in his article on
Industrial Recreation, The program is more successful if a
competent worker gives his full time to it, A survey of
100 major industries shov;s that 57 per cent of the leaders
had come from the ranks of employees. Only 7 per cent v/ere
athletic stars; 5 per cent were career recreation executives.
Psychologists, social workers, engineers and others made up
the rest of the group.
Successful recreation directors must have pleasant per-
sonalities, must understand and know the workers and how to
get along with them. Directors must have some technical know-
ledge and the ability to sell themselves and their programs
1 Ibid.
2 rum
3 Robert A, Turner , "Recreation and industry, "Recreation
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to both employees and management.^
VII, METHODS OF FINANCING THE FROGRAJ.I
Financing the recreational program is one of the biggest
problems to be faced in Industrial Recreation, and has
occasioned much thought and planning on the part of industrial
management. The following outline of methods found successful
is given:
1. Appropriations by management.
2. Employee membership dues, either monthly, weekly
or yearly. In some plants management matches these
dues, dollar for dollar.
3. Profits from vending machines and canteens
throughout plant. In some plants cafeteria profits are
applied to recreation programs.
4* Admissions received from such sources as shows,
theatricals, dances and games. ^
VIII. TROBLEld OF SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT
Hjelte,^ an authority on recreation, has listed several
rules concerning the extent to which supplies should be
furnished for employees; and, according to Floyd Eastward,
can be easily adapted to any company recreation program;
1. For group activities v/herein the item in
question is used by the whole group.
1 Ibid .
2 C, E. Brewer, op. cit
., p, 682,
3 George Hjelte, The Administration of Public Recreation
(New York; The Macmillan Company, 1940), p, 307.
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2* For individual activities where failure to pro-
vide the supplies would definitely render a highly
important activity impossible to conduct,
3, Supplies which are required for demonstration
purposes in order to get an activity started but which
when underway will be supplied by the participants,
4, Vdien the cost of supplying an activity is
insignificant or relatively low.
As a genral rule supplies should not be furnished:
1, VJhen the activity requires an item peculiarly
adapted to the individual,
2, Vi/hen the cost is high in relation to the use
derived,
3, When the item is easily stolen and conditions
are such as to expect considerable loss through theft,
4, Vdien the tradition is favorable to general
individual possession of the article,
5, IVhen the article can be easily made by the
participant,
i
6, 'idien the supplies are to be used elsewhere, that
is, other than on the association premises.
IX. CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE PROGRAI^
Eastward^has adapted certain ideas used in community
recreation by Butler, in order to be able to evaluate an in-
dustrial recreational program;
1, Provide equality of opportunity fc3r all. Facili-
ties and programs should be sufficiently broad and well
distributed to enable all the people to be served.
1 Floyd Eastward, "Nineteen Recreation Principles," adaoted
from G, D, Butler's "Criteria for Community Recreation Fr.ogram,"
Introduction to Community Recreation (N.f.: McGraw-Hill i:5ook
Company, 1940), pp. 213-217,
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2. Provide a wide range of individual choices in
different types of activities.—It should not he
devoted primarily to a single type of activity, such
as, athletic games and sports to the neglect of other
interests, but should include games, music, arts and
crafts, nature drama, social recreation and other
activities.
3. Continue throughout the year*—People need
recreation twelve months of the year and a responsibil
ity rests upon the (association) to provide a year-
round program. Activities are especially needed during
seasons when other recreation opportunities are very
limited.
4. Provide equally for both sexes.— The promo-
tion of recreation activities in which both sexes
may participate together is important.
5. Encourage family recreation.—Many forms of
recreation tend to divide or separate the family.
Occasions should be provided when the family can
play together, either as a separate unit or with
other family groups.
6. Utilize fully all existing facilities.
—
Facilities which are idle or restricted to one or two
activities when they might afford many types of
recreation use represent an economic loss as well as
a failure to realize their potentialities for service.
Their use should be planned to yield the maximum
returns.
7. Include passive as well as active forms of
recreation.-- There are times when people do not
desire strenuous activity. Some people find their
greatest satisfaction in quiet or passive forms. Pro-
grams should provide not only for vigorous partici-
pation but for the enjoyment that corned from watching,
listening, or contemplation.
8. Provide activities for different periods of
free time,—Noon hours, weekends, holidays, twilight
hours, vacations—all afford opportunities for recrea-
tion which require consideration in the program. Un-
less these periods are utilized, the needs of many
people are likely to be neglected and valuable
opportunities for service lost. The recreational needs
of men who work nights or v:ho have unusual free-time
periods must not be overlooked.
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9. Be related to other programs in the city.—The
service to be rendered by the recreation (association)
is so great that it cannot afford to duplicate or
overlap the recreation services of other agencies in
the city nor to ignore them in its plann.ing. Coopera-
tion with other recreation agencies is essential in
planning the program,
10. Offer possibilities for varying degrees of skill,
aptitudes and capacities.— Some measure of success is
necessary if the activity is to contribute to the
individual’s personality development and afford satis-
faction, The person of average skill, and the ’dub' v;ho
represents a large majority of the people, must be
provided for as well as the ’ stars *(-»i they (the dubs)
need even greater encouragement,
ll^Encourage Individuals and groups to provide
their own activities,— If the program merely entertains
people it is not serving its full purpose. It should
stimulate interest and serve self-leadership so that
individuals and groups can better provide for their
OT/n recreation life,
12, Furnish outlets for the satisfaction of the
desire for social relationships, --Through the recreation
progrsLm people should have opportunities for developing
the social qualities and for experiencing the fellov/-
ship which results from membership in a group,
13, Recognize the different tastes and interests
of the individual,
14, dive people who participate a share in the
planning and control,--’ Handing out’ programs which
can be taken or rejected’ is not a sound democratic
process, nor does it contribute greatly to personal
development, Feople desire and are entitled to share in
determining the program. Only in this way does it
truly reflect their desires and yield the greatest
benefits
,
15, Place recreation opportunities v;ithin the finan-
cial abilities of all the people, --Facilities and activi-
ties, no matter how great their potential value, render
limited service if they are available only on payment of
fees or charges which a large part of the population
cannot afford, Many essential services must be free and
easily accessible to all.
^ .. -J-
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16* M^ake possible the wisest use of available funds.—
In spending money for leadership, facilities, supplies
or other purposes, the best interest of the largest
number of people should be considered# Unwise or extra-
vagent expenditures for limited services deprive people
v;ho may need them most of essential recreation oppor-
tunities •
17# Provide outlets for creative expression, --
Important as it is that large numbers of people be served
in activities in which the creative factor has little
significance, the needs of the group who desire outlets
for their creative ability should not be neglectea, fhe
possibilities of creative expression in physical
activities as well as in the cultural arts would also
be recognized.
18* Assure safe and healthful conditions for re-
creation activity,— -c^very precaution should be taken to
insure the safety of the participants. Medical examina-
tions for the more vigorous activities and club-house ..
sanitary inspections should be made as contributions
to employee health and welfare#
19# Afford opportunities for developing good citizen-
ship,—There should be in the program activities in
which team play is featured rather than individual
achievement; where cooperation is stressed rather than
competition; and where leadership and service opportuni-
ties are presented. Through the program people should
learn by experience the values of cooperative effort#
X. TRENDS OP INDUSTRIAL RECREATION
Recent trends in industrial recreation, according to the
National Industrial Conference Board, ^ are indicated at this
point in order to present a national outlook in regard to
industrial recreation before attaeking the local situation
in ^’Massachusetts,
1 The Management Almanac (National Industrial Conference
Board, 247 Park Avenue, New York, 1946), p. 181,
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!• Competitive teams in industry are de -emphasized.
Stress is rather upon activities that provide recreation
for greater number of employees,
2, Athletic Associations are being replaced by
Recreational Associations v/ith programs that embrace
many types of activities such as music, drama, and hob-
bies, ir'rograms that will interest and bring the older
worker into the picture,
3, Ivlany programs are run by plant councils, made
up of employees and built around employee interests.
These are frequently determined through recreational
interest questionnaires,
4, The dues-paying type of Athletic Association
is decreasing in favor of plant recreation in v/hich all
employees are eligil^s to participate in these activi-
ties,
5, Usually there is some tie-up v;ith plant manage-
ment in that at least one member of the plant recrea-
tional council is a representative of management in an
advisory capacity,
6, The company’s part in employee -relations pro-
grams is usually handled under the personnel or Indus-
trial Relations department. This representation of
management sees to it that club activities do not
conflict with company policies,
7, Activities of employees' recreational Associa-
tion are made as self-supporting as possible. Average
cost per employee is companies’ recreational programs
is approximately three dollars; of which one dollar
comes from management. This does not include the salary
of full-time Recreational Director nor maintenance of
facilities. It does include equipment, rental outside
facilities, athletic officials, part-time directors,
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While it must be apparent that this study has been the
result of an honest effort to gather together all tl^
available data on the subject of Industrial Recreation in
Massachusetts, the results, naturally, are still far from
being complete o Nevertheless, the data, obtained mainly
tlirough the questionnaire method, does serve to emphasize
the importance of recreation in the industrial worlcj .
I. LIMITATIONS MiD USE OP THE (ciUESTIONNAIRE
In recognizing the limitations of the questionnaire
used in the process of collecting personal data, Stokes and
Lehman make the statement that
The questionnaire technique is peculiarly vul-
nerable when employed for the collection of personal
information or when used with subjects v/ho see( or who
imagine they see) an opportunity to advance their
personal interests by means of the returns made..*^
Koos adds to this by saying:
Some likelihood of intentional erroneous res-
ponse exists with respect to reports in this
stricter sense on accoimt of the desire of the
respondent, or the institution he represents, to
appear to qualify on standards that are actually
being infringed,^
Koos says further that reliability of a questionnaire
1 S*H, Stokes and H.U,Lehman, ’’The Influence of Self-inter-
est upon tiuestionnaire Replies," School and Society ,:-ECXII
(September, 1930), p. 436.
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is based on the ability and willingness of the recipient to
respond; and even though there is no practical method of
determining the reliability of the questiorjiaire
,
as used in
this study, it is assumed that the information received from
Personnel birectors must be more reliable than that received
from directors of recreation or other leaders, iixactly hov/
much more reliable it is, however, would be hard to say,
Davis and Barrow make the interesting observation that:
Having established the reliability of questionnair-
e{s), there is the further problem of determining their
validity, which is ... difficult because we are never
sure tlriat the criteria used for its establishment
are in themselves valid, 1
Since this is one of the first studies on Industrial
Recreation carried on in this area, and the direct method
of interview was found to be too time-consuming and too
difficult for any one person to handle in the short period
allotted to this survey, the questionnaire method was resort-
ed to. This seemed to be sound practice. As Stiokes and
Lehman remind us, "It seems unlikely that the questionnaire
2
method will ever be wholly disregarded.
The use of the questionnaire in education is a well-
recognized procedure on the part of students in educational
research to glean information on a given subject. For
l^Robert A, Davis and L._L. Barrow, "A Critical Study of tieQuestionnaire^in Education, "Educational Administration and
Supervision ( February ,1935; XT! ,'p . 14 4 • —
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example, H. R. Dougla;^ of Oregon University, says; believe
in the questionnaire as one extremely valuable method of
inductive research into educational practice.”^
In gathering together data by the questionnaire method
for the purposes of this study, the main objective has been
to seek as much information as could be found concerning
industrial recreation* It has been a difficult subject to
study because of its complexity and its many variables, as
Keumeyer has remarked* He adds, "The difficulties, as v/ell
as the recency of interest in the problems of leisure and
recreation account largely for the lack of scientific pro-
2
cedure in this field.'*
II. THc: <vUlSTIONKAIRE
A recent official survey compiled by the Division of
Statistics in the Massachusetts Department of Labor and In-
2dustries, v/as adapted and used as a basis for this survey.
It listed sixty-nine (69) manufacturing firms in Massachusetts
having more than 1,000 employees, v;hich were spread widely
through the State* A total of 175,190 wage earners were
employed in this group Of 69 firms, and it should prove
interesting to see how a large cross-section of the popula-
tion fares with regard to Industrial Recreation and leisure-
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5 List of Lanufacturlng Firms in Massachusetts Dmployinp;
ICO or more~~.Vap;e Earner s. Division of Statistica .Lent", of
Labor and Industries , Boston, Mass 1946*
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time pursuits •
This questionnaire, as has already been stated, was
set up with the idea of obtaining pertinent infomation
relative to the different phases of a recreation program for
Industrial employees, under the following headings: (l)
Organization and administration; (2) finances; (3) facilities;
(4) professional leadership; (5) program, and (6) problems
in the field.
It was found that most of the information asked for
could be easily obtained from the personnel directors of the
various firms without having to contact the person in charge
of recreation, thus insuring the fact of an unbiased report.
III. RETURNS OF THE 'ciUESTIONNAIRE
Sixty-nine questionnaires were mailed out to personnel
directors of the different industrial firms, enclosing
stamped self-addressed return envelopes. Of these, fifty
questionnaires were returned, or approximately 72.5 per cent
of the entire group of Massachusetts manufacturing firms,
those employing more than 1,000 employees. These 50 firms
were v/ell distributed through the state.
Table I indicates the scope of this survey of j^ndustrial
Recreation, and gives the location of the 50 ^‘Massachusetts
manufacturingsconcerns employing more than 1,000 industrial
workers used in the study.
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LOCATIONS OF IviAl^raPACTURING FIRMS IN MAbSACKUSETTS VJITH
MORE THAN 1.000 EiiELOYEES, IN A SURVEY OF INLUSTRIAL
RECREATION
















New Bedford 6 12
Newton 1 2











A review of the data on Table I v/ould seem to show that,
in this survey. New Bedford ranks highest in the number of
industrial firms employing more than 1,000 employees while
Boston, despite its size and its great reputation as an in-
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I. mlf I . i
The next largest group of individual finn;^ in this
grouping of industrial firms represented in the survey, is
Springfield v/ith four, and Chicopee, Lawrence and Viorcester
v/ith three each. Since the survey was a state -v/ide one,
including twenty-seven tovais and covering 50 manufacturing
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CHAPTiiR IV
DISCUSSION OF TEE DATA
The subject of Industrial ^^ecreation is found to be
replete v/ith interest when it comes to the point of discussing
the data collected during a survey such as has been carried
out in 50 large manufacturing firms of Massachusetts.
This discussion involves the listing of frequencies
and percentages to indicate the organizational aspects of
industrial recreation, facilities and methods of financing,
as" T/^11 as the intrinsic qualities and training to be
possessed by men who aspire to serve as Directors of
recreation. The breaking down of programs, too, has served
to disclose other interesting phases of the data, such as
the various activities, physical, social , outing and cultural,
which comprise industrial recreation as found in the survey.
I. RESPONSIBILITY FOR RECREATION
Recreation for Industrial v/orkers has received greater
attention during the past ten years than ever before even
while there has been controversy as to where the respon-
sibility rests. Many employers feel that this responsibility
rests with Industrial management while others claim that it
should be a function of the community.
Table II is an attempt to evaluate the number and per
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TABLE II
RESPONSIBILITY FOR RECREATION V/ITHIN 50 JIASSACIiUSETTS
MAilUFACTURING CONCERNS HAVING MORE THAN 1,000 EMPLOYEES *
Responsibilities Number Per cent
Recreation as function
of personnel department 32 64
Recreation as function




Nine companies had no recreation whatever.
According to Table II, it is interesting to note that
41 of the 50 manufacturing firms in this survey have some
form of Industrial recreation for their employees. This
represents 82 per cent of the total and shows that the com-
panies recognize the need of recreation and also some of
the responsibility.
Responsibility within the company today falls mainly
under the jurisdiction of the personnel department. In this
survey, 64 per cent of the companies stated that it was a
function of Personnel, v/hile 16 per cent placed it under the
Industrial ^^elations department. One company reported an
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employees, I'Jine companies, or 18 per cent, had no recreation
whatsoever, and it is assumed that they felt it to be the
responsibility of the individual employee and the community#
II. ORGANIZATION MD AjNwINISTRATION
No two plant situations are identical, and it would be
unwise to state that the organizations and administration of
Industrial Recreation programs follow a set pattern all over
the State, The origins determine the lines along which the
undertakings develop, and there are various types of
organization and administration within the State.
Table III serves to shov/ some of the organizational
aspects of the recreation programs,
TABLb III
ORGANIZATIONAL ASNi:.CTS OF RECREATION PROGRAilS OP 50
MASSACHCJSETTS IviANTJFACTURING CONCERNS HAVING
MORE THAN 1,000 ERiFLOYEES
Organization Number Per cent
Informal Program with
little or no organization 21 42
Organized employee
Athletic Associations 11 22
No recreation program or
Organization 9 18
Recreation -Association
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As will be seen by ‘Table III, 21 companies reported
having an informal program with little or no organization,
Eleven companies had well-organized Athletic -Associations,
having Constitutions and By-Lav/s, officers, committees, and
at least one representative of Management on their boards.
One of these Athletic Associations v/as completely Independent,
however, with no financial aid or employer representation.
Although the name Athletic Association may indicate (or imply)
purely physical activities, it should be stated that these
companies had on their programs, social, cultural and outing
activities as well, T^ere were six organized Recreational
Associations among the 50 firms included in this survey; and
there were three organized Social Clubs or Associates, the
difference being in name only, Each tended to include employ-
er-employee representation, indirect financial aid from the
Company, use of .the Company's facilities, and physical, social,
cultural and outing activities,
III. i^IETHODS OP FINANCING RECREATION PROGRAM
The development of an Industrial Recreation Program
depends upon the amount of money that is made available for
that purpose.
It will be seen by Table IV that an attempt was made to
evaluate the sources of income called upon while financing
Industrial Recreation,
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ivIET'HODS OF FINANCING, RECREATION PROGRAl/IS'^
OF 50 iMNTJFACTURING CONCERNS IN MASSACHUSETTS
THOSE HAVING MORE THAN 1,000 EliPLOTEES
Method Number •^er cent
Company contribution 31 62
Vending machines 15 30
Employee dues 13 26
Candy sales 8 16
Athletic events 4 8
Special events 3 6
Unions - -
Barking areas
* Some firms used more than one method.
Thirty-one companies contributed directly to the support
of the Recreation program. However, expenditures for such
programs have not been readily available. Either companies
have been reluctant to furnish the desired information, or
else the procedures for keeping expenses down did not re-
quire itemized accounts. Only 14 companies stated the total
amounted expended, which ranged from ;^1,500 to !|po5,000 in one
of the larger firms.
Vending machines were used as a method of defraying the
cost of Hecreation program activities. Employee dues ranked
next with 13 companies requiring the payment of dues by em-
ployees. The average amount of dues paid by the 13 firms was
,48, ^vith a range of 50 cents to ;{i>3,00 per employee.
Candy sales were another popular method of financing
? » -?(,, ' TT. ,*y V' /
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the Recreation program. These are to be distinguished from
vending machine sales in that the candy was sold directly from
the company store or snack truck. Athletic events helped to
finance the program in only four companies, with basketball
as the most Important money-getting method. Special events,
such as dances, parties, and entertainment of amateur and
professional nature, also added to the quota.
Oddly enough, unions were conspicuous by their absence
in regard to industrial recreation programs. They were mentioi>
ed on questionnaires only twice, that is, two firms stated
that the union donated financial aid to the annual clambakes,
larking areas, as a method of financing the program, was over-
looked entirely by the Massachusetts firms, probably due to
the fact that many do not have a parking area.
In general, however, management contributes sufficient
funds to offset the incurred deficits of the program. In many
firms a recreation budget is set up at the beginning of the
year and it is up to those in charge of it to keep expenses
v/ithin the limits. One firm was unique in that it was
willing to support any activity that the employees requested,
provided the activity would best serve the interests of the
employees and the company.
IV. FACILITIaiiS
The facilities available for the majority of the ^''^assa-
chusetts firms, it was found, were quite limited, due to the
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fax5 t that the companies are fairly old, that is, well estab-
lished, and are situated in heavily-populated areas. Surplus
area is at a premium. Any expansion, in these days, is due
mainly to plant improvement for production purposes, A small
minority use the facilities of the community or of the local
YI/:CA, especially in regard to physical activities. All of
this has been shovm on Table V,
Table V serves to show the facilities which are avail-
able for Industrial Kecreation programs of the 50 manufactur-
ing concerns in Massachusetts embraced in the survey, w'hich
have more than 1,000 employees,
TABLt) V-«'
FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR IKLUSTRIAL RECREATION PROGRAIvlS
OF 50 l'.iAi'RJFACTURINC CONCERNS IN MASSACKUSETTS liAVING
MORE THAN 1, 000 EMPLOYEES
Facilities Number Per cent
Cafeterias 15 50
Softball field 12 24
Showers 10 20
Men' s loimge 9 18
Women' s lounge 9 18
Baseball field 8 16
Gymnas ium 7 14
Game room 6 12
Tennis courts 5 10
Swimming area 2 4
Golf course 2 4
Handball court 1 2
Bowling alley 1 2
Badminton court 1 2
Track 1 2
Shooting gallery 1 2
Riding stable 1 2
55- It was found impossible to
per cent as will be seen
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Table V could not be discussed, or totaled, in terms
of 100 per cent because of the existing variability of the
facilities. (This observation is applicable also to any of
those tables which do not add up to a total of 100 per cent)
Fifteen companies reported having a cafeteria for
employees within the firm (yet such cafeterias might be tied
up quite closely with Industrial Recreation programs, if
handled properly).
Fast service, box lunches, clean healthful conditions
and the right atmosphere, it was felt, went a long way in
improving the program itself. For example, box lurches would
facilitate the noon-hour program, to permit of movies or
amateur shov/s being staged. Also, fast and efficient service
in the cafeteria would allow more time for informal program
activities, thus perm.itting commuting employees to take
advantage of the facilities.
Only one company mentioned the fact that music was played
during the lunch hour for the benefit of the employees. It
was noticed that fast music tended to stimulate the employees
making it advisable not to use it during the meal hour. Toned-
down, moderate-tempo music tended to have the most beneficial
effects in such situations.
No company reported using music v/ithin Industry for the
elimination of fatigue or boredom in the plants and offices.
Yet repeated reports from ’’controlled'* groups, of substantial
•*.
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increases in production and of decreaes in errors and
accidents, as the result of having music during production,
should not be discounted.^
Cheerful, familiar music having constant tone levels
was found to be most beneficial. Orchestrations, also are
popular, vd.th marches and polkas usually selected for shift
changes. Highly-accentuated selections tended, hov^ever, to
annoy the v;orkers. Vocalists also tended to distract
,
perhaps
because of their popularity, or it might be hecausa they
are in competition with production noises, ^elections which
introduce stimulated responses, it v;as felt, contributed to
production and therefore should be considered whenever
possible. Individual plant problems, such as geographical
location of plants, age and taste of workers, should be tale
into consideration and weighed, when choosing appropriate
p
music.
Twelve companies, or 24 per cent of the firms, had soft-
ball fields. Ten companies provided showers for the employ-
ees as being a necessity after having engaged in physical
activities, or follov/ing heavy manual labor. Nine com-
panies had lounges for both men and v/omen v/here they might
relax in soft chairs, or where either group might read the
1 ivianaVement almanac (li ational Industrial Conference




newspapers and magazines, or talk, during rest periods. Eight
companies had baseball fields for the benefit of employees,
and they also encouraged leag-ue games. Seven companies, or 14
per cent of the firms, had gymnasiums. Of these seven, four
had game rooms available for noon-hour activities and relief
periods. T-ennis courts were maintained by five companies in
conjunction with recreation programs. Two companies had golf
courses and, interestingly enough, each of these employed
full-time recreation directors. Handball courts, bowling
alleys, badminton courts, track, shooting gallery and riding
stable, were maintained by at least one firm included in the
survey. Two firms had bathing areas for employees.
In general, the majority of the firms lack adequate
facilities. Some depend upon park leagues, community centres,
YMCA, or commercial agencies for varied activities. Five firms
have fairly good facilities and, therefore, have good shov/ings
in their activity programs. Two companies possess excellent
facilities for industrial recreation and should be ranked
among the best of those firms in i*-assachusetts included in
this survey,
V. FROPESSIOWAL LEADERSHIP
Recreation has become a separate and distinct adminis-
trative unit in many plants. In others, it is but a sub-
division, along with health, dafety, welfare and the like,
under one departmental heading. Actually, where there is a
^
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separate subdivision on recreation, provided the director
responsible for the welfare of all phases had possessed tech-
nical competence and leadership ability in recreation, the
results seen were excellent. In general, recreation programs
should have their greatest opportunities for success when
organized as independent units headed by trained recreation
directors.
Of the 50 firms surveyed, only five employed full-time
recreation directors. These five, however, maintained the
best programs found in the survey. Three of the directors
employed had majored in Physical Education at college, the
others were older men who had been professionally trained
in Recreational work. Three directors were responsible to
the personnel department, one to the Industrial and Com-
munity Relations* department, and the fifth reported to the
Independent Employee’s Athletic Association; that is, four
of the directors were responsible to the management and the
fifth recreation director was hired by the employees.
VI. QUALITIES AE'h TRAINING
In the field of industrial sports and recreation,
according to the editorial board of Aim; Industrial Sports
1
and Recreation
The outlook is favorable. But those now employed
in the profession have a terrific responsibility to
1 Editorial Board, Aim; Industrial spoJ*ts and Recreation
,
(September, 1947), p. 7.
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themselves, their associates and those to follov/. They
are the pioneers. How well this favorable situation is
developed depends upon their efforts. Theirs is the task
of originating programs sufficiently dynamic to attract
the interest and active participation of both management
and labor, and sufficiently resultful to relieve both
groups of the tehsions that continually afflict the
human mechanism in industry today.
Tables VI and VII list some of the qualities and, as wellj
the training, necessary for men who wish to enter the field of
Industrial Recreation, according to suggestions made by eight
different Industrial manufacturing firms.
TABLE VI
PERSONAL OHALITIES SUGGESTED FOR RfflN ENTERING FIELD OF IN-
DUSTRIAL RECREATION AS INDICATED BY 8 MASSACHUSETTS
IvIAInTUFACTURING FIRMS










In this Massachusetts survey, only eight companies felt
qualified to answer questions on qualities and training of
nev/ men entering the field of Industrial Hecreation leadership
as will be seen by Tables VI and VII, This represents only
16 per cent of the firms included in this study, which is not
too significant. Nevertheless, they do give a general idea
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of the qualities and training that have been suggested for
new men entering the field.
TABLti VII
TRAINING COURSES SUGGESTED FOR JPROPESSIONAL IviEN ENTERING
FIELD OF INDUSTRIAL RECREATION AS ANSWERED BY 8
IvIAl^rUFACTURING FIRMS IN MASSACHUSETTS
Training Number Per cent
Recreation 6 75
Organization and Administra-
tion Recreation 6 75
Physical Education 5 62.5
rro^rsim Planning 5 62.5
Psycholu^gy 4 50




Health Education 1 12.5
Business Training 1 12.5
Nine companies signified that they would not require
a degree as a qualification for Industrial -t^ecreation
directors hired to v;ork with their employees. However, many
hastened to add that it would be in the applicant’s favor if
he v;ere to possess one. In most companies, as has been said,
recreation is handled as a function of the personnel depart--
ment. One of the personnel v/orkers usually Inherits the
job, either through his administrative ability or because of
his athletic prowess and skills, This plan is more prevalent
among smaller companies that also use various employee
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leaders for the specific activities. Until such time as man-
agement as a whole recognizes the implications of Industrial
Recreation and provides adequate funds for its program, the
opportunities for new men entering the field will he limited
to the larger industrial firms.
VIII. AFFILIATIONS WITH OTRER RECREATION ORGANIZATIONS
Massachusetts Industrial iwanufacturing firms have failed
to take advantage of affiliations with other recreation
organizations. Table VIII serves to show the affiliations
of industrial recreation firms with other recreation organi-
zations regarding program.
TABLE VIII
AFFILIATIONS WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS REGARDING INDUSTRIAL
RECREATION HROGRAMS OF 50 MASSACHUSETTS MANUFACTURING
CONCERNS HAVING MORE THAN 1,000 EMPLOYEES
Affiliation Number Per cent
YJ-iCA 6 12
Park Department 2 4
Civic Center 2 4
Totals 10 ' 20
According to Table VIII, a total of 10 companies, or
20 per cent, used private and public agencies to enhance
the development of their recreation programs. Community
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meeting the needs of industrial workers just as they have
tov/ard other members of the community. Company and com-
munity programs should be complementary and not competitive
•
Benefits may be derived by all only if both parties are
cooj.e.rative
.
Only six companies, or 12 per cent, took advantage of
Yi'ICA facilities and leagues. Two companies were affiliated
with Park Department and Civic Center, respectively. This
might indicate that management has failed to take advantage
of facilities at a minimum of cost and responsibility. Com-
panies in the vicinity of Springfield tended to have better
programs because they cooperated with YJiCA Industrial Leagues
and, thereby, made up for the lack of facilities,
VIII. PROCRAl-I
'The results of this study seems to reveal tliat programs
administered under the direction of part-time, or full-time,
directors are broader in scope than are those administered
by volunteer groups, or by appointed employee committees. It
was found that trained leaders utilized employee initiative
by directing and guiding it in a democratic manner. The
program has been set up according to the interests of the
employees who are never forced into any activities, as a
result of which, a more extensive program results.
Table IX serves to show the activities participated in
by industrial workers, as studied in 50 manufacturing firms
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of Massachusetts, together with percentages and number of
activftieso •*
TABLE IX
fi-IYSICAL ACTIVITIES OF INLUSTRIaL RECREATION PROG-RAlvIS
IN 50 IvIAl'IUFACTURING CONCERNS IN MASSACHUSETTS
liAVING OVER 1, 000 El/iRLOYEES








Volley ball 7 14
Swimming 7 14
Badminton 4 8







The recreation program, it has been found during the
course of this survey, is made up mainly of physical
activities o Bov/ling was found to be the most popular physical
activity. Thirty-eight companies, or 76 per cent, maintained
a bov/ling league or team.
Softball ranked second to bowling, with thirty-two
companies fielding at least one team in “varsity” or inter-
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plant leagues* Basketball ranked third, with 20 firms, or
40 per cent participating* Baseball drew up the rear of the
'Big Four*, representing 36 per cent of the firms participat-
ing. Ihe majority of the programs included three of these
four activities even as they formed the nucleus of the whole
program in others*
It will be seen by Table IX that horseshoes, golf, tennis,
volleyball, swimming, badminton, winter sports, soccer, hand-
ball, hockey, archery and football, respectively, round out
the physical activities within the 50 Ma.ssachusetts Industrial
Recreation programs studied. Although physical activities
both in sports and athletics readily lend themselves to
quick and effective organization, yet they tend to thave
the girls and the older employees,both men and v/omen, with
relatively little opportunity for active recreational
participation. A successful Industrial Recreation program,
however, must be a well-rounded one. ^t must take cognizance
of the best interests of all the employees if it is to bring
about the most beneficial results. It would seem, too, as
if employees have to be taught to cooperate vdth each other
in recreational activities, otherwise programs might be
hindered or actually marred. For instance, one large company
discontinued certain activities because of existing jealousy
between the various departments within that particular plant*
Table X would seem to be especially interesting because
it deals primarily mth the social side of industrial
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MIXED SOCIALS AND GAkES IN INDUSTRIAL RECREATION RROGRAIvIS
IN 50 IvlAlRJFACTURlNG FIRIvIS IN MASSACHUSETTS iUVING MORE
MORE THAN 1,000 EMPLOYEES
Social Activities Number Per cent
Dancing 24 48




Bridge Club 5 10
Chess 4 8
Square Dancing 3 6
Billiards 2 4
Pool 2 4
Community singing 1 2
Shuffle Board 1 2
Field Day 1 2
Sports Excursions 1 2
X. MIXED SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AND GAIvIES
Social dancing was by far the most popular social
activity found in the course of the survey. It was included
in twenty-four programs. Seasonal parties ranked a close
second in popularity, with fifteen companies staging anything
from Christmas parties to children’s programs. On Table X
it may be seen that among other listed social activities, are;
ping-pong, checkers,bridge club, chess, square dancing, billiards,
pool, community singing, shuffle board, field day, and sports’
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tory, activities such as might he enjoyed by those unable
to partake in more vigorous games and sports, both men
and. vromen#
Since outings constitute a major role in industrial
recreation, I’able XI has been compiled to indicate the
various outing activities listed in industrial recreation
programs included in this survey.
TABLE XI
OUTING ACTIVITIES OP INDUSTRIAL RECREATION PROGRAIvIS IN
50 UiANUFACTURING CONCERNS IN MASSACHUSETTS
HAVING OVER 1,000 EMPLOYESS
Outing Activities Number Per cent
OutingS'J^ 21 42
Glam Bakes 12 24






Beach Parties 2 4
Corn Roasts 2 4
Riding 1 2
Pistol Team 1 2
* Annual company outing,
XI. OUTING ACTIVITIES
Outing activities were usually very popular in the
summer months, nevertheless, only 21 companies, or 42 per cen^
provided any armual outing for the employees. This could be
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developed, however, into a great morale builder and a family
affair, if handled properly. Other types of outing activi-
ties within this survey that have been listed on Table XI,
rank in the following order; clambakes, rod and gun clubs,
picnics, fishing, hunting, skiing, barbeques, beach parties,
corn roasts, horseback riding, and pistol teams.
The picture of Industrial Recreation within 50 Massa-
chusetts manufacturing concerns in which are employed more
than 1,000 employees, would not be complete without a listing
of the cultural activities found during the course of this
study. These have been shov/n in Table Xil,
TABLE XII
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN INDUSTRIAL RECREATION PROGRAMS
OP 50 MANUFACTURING CONCERNS IN MASSACHUSETTS
HAVING MORE THAN 1,000 EMPLOYEES
Activity Number Per cent




Glee Clubs 3 6
Symphonie s 2 4
Radio Club 1 2
Arts and Crafts 1 2
Lectures 1 2
Knitting 1 2
Drama Clubs 1 2
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Cultural activities were found to be almost lacking
in the coiarse of this survey, i-'hotography was the most
popular activity, yet only seven firms mainatined a club for
candid fans. Other cultural activities, such as library,
concerts, bands, glee clubs and symphonies, were found within
some of the more highly-organized programs, ^iadio Clubs,
arts and crafts, lectures, forums, knitting, drama clubs
and Red Cross clubs, were maintained by at least one company
included in the survey,
XIII. PROBLxiAS IN THE FIELD
because the majority of firms failed to ansv/er all of
the questions put to them in regard to problems in the field,
this phase of the survey v/ould seem to be incomplete. However,
some of the newer problems which have cropped up contain in
themselves a great deal of interest. For instance, one of
the firms introduced the problem of responsibility for
recreation program accidents; and another, safety conscious-
ness, Jealousy, as listed by one firm, was looked upon as a
great problem among the employees. Another problem was the
frailty of female workers. Still another problem in connectioa
with industrial recreation v/as that, for married women, home
duties used up much of the leisure time, while single women
tended to neglect the recreation program so as to have time
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CHAPTER V
SUmiARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUi'il^ARY OF FINDINGS
In order to determine ths status of Industrial Recreatim
in fifty Massachusetts manufacturing concerns the
questionnaire method was used* The fifty firms represented
approximately 72,5 per cent of the total number of manufactur-
ing concerns in this state having more than 1,000 employees.
The firms in this survey v^ere well scattered throughout
the state and employed approximately 150,000 industrial
workers* ^’hls constitutes a large cross section of the
Massachusetts Industrial population and it should Indicate
whether or not industry is meeting the recreational needs
of the personnel employed*
The following summarizes the findings of this study:
1* Forty-one companies, or 82 per cent of the survey,
acknowledged some responsibility for employee recreation,
either through direct financial aid, by providing facilities,
or by guidance, through personnel departments and executives*
Only nine companies, or 18 per cent, had no recreational
program whatsoever* Thus it is assumed that the latter group
felt recreation was the responsibility of the Individal em-
ployee or community.
2o Twenty firms possessed some form of recreational
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or Recreation Association, T^venty-one firms had no recrea-
tion organization as such, but, none the les^ recreation was
fostered in an informal manner by management and volunteer
employees. One Athletic Association was completely indepen-
dent and was run by the employees. The majority of the
recreation programs came under the guidance of the personnel,
or Industrial Relations Department,
3, Companies were reluctant to furnish information as
to financial aid and expenditures for recreation. As a
result, only those companies which were liberal in aiding
employee recreation responded. Thus, the figures were not
too significant, and did not show a true picture of Massa-
chusetts Industrial Recreation, The most common methods of
financing recreation programs, according to this survey, were
throu^ company contribution, vending machines, employee dues,
candy sales, and special athletic events, Employee dues were
paid in almost all athletic and recreational associations
and averaged i^l.48 per year,
4, In general, the majority of firms possess Inadequate
facilities with some depending upon park leagues, community
recreation centers, IMGA’s, and commercial agencies for
varied activities. Five firms presented fairly good facllitie!%
while two firms had such excellent facilities fcr Industrial
recreation that they might be said to rank highest in that
respect in Massachusetts,
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5. Five companies have a full-time recreation director,
and, as a result, maintained the best programs found in the
survey. Three of the directors of recreation were physical
education graduates while the other two were older profession-
al men trained in recreational work. Four of the five men
were responsible to the management while the other one was
hired directly by employees,
6, The background of training for new men entering the
field of industrial recreation, as suggested by eight com-
panies, should include recreation and physical education,
psychology, and experience in major sports, Personal qualities
valued highly were initiative, tact, and personality,
7, In general, the industrial recreation program is
broken down into four phases, namely, physical, social,
cultural, and outing activities, t'hysical activities were by
far the most popular phase of the programs. Bowling was the
most popular activity with softball, basketball, and baseball
ranking next in order,
8. Dancing was the most popular mixed social activity,
with season parties and card games not far behind. The annual
company outing was the most popular outing activity and was
maintained by twenty-one companies. Clam bakes and rod and
gun activities ranked next in popularity. Cultural activities
were not wide-spread, however, photography being the most
popular
,
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'The follov/lng conclusions have been drawn from the
findings of this study as represented by the analysis of the
data collectedj
1, The majority of companies seem to have recognized the
need for industrial recreation for their employees, but while
accepting some of the responsibility, have failed to develop
adequate programs.
2. In general, recreation programs have their greatest
chance for success when organized as independent units and
when headed by a recreational director,
5, Organization and administration of recreational
organizations in Massachusetts industrial firms show no set
pattern,
4, It is concluded from this study that more attention
must be given to family recreation. As a rule, workers do not
want to be separated from their families in their leisure
hours: this must be taken into consideration when planning
a recreational program,
5, It has been observed that the recreational needs of
women are not being adequately met by the average industrial
recreation program,
6, According to the data, physical activities are the
main source of recreation within the programs, to the detriment
of social, cultural, and outing activities. Less emphasis
on sports and the development of the other phases of activity
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should increase the employee ’ s interest in a recreational
program*
7. The industrial recreation programs in Massachusetts
manufacturing concerns have been hindered by such factors
as the following; Cost of program, lack of facilities, in-
adequate leadership, location, commuting of workers, and
competition from public, private and commercial agencies*
8* On the other hand it should be observed that the
average Massachusetts firm fails to take advantage of the
facilities which exist in almost all cities and towns v/ithin
the survey*
9* The assumption is that the unions within this survey
have very little to do with industrial recreation organization
and administration*
10, There seems to be a strong desire on the part of the
average industrial firm in Massachusetts to bring about
recreation among the employees
—
provided they can be sure of
tangible returns, which again would suggest that more re-
search along these lines would be desirable*
11, It is suggested that the smaller plants shall organ-
ize into industrial leagues which would facilitate program
building and provide competition on an amateur level.
12, It would seem as if there should be many opportunitle
for young men, trained as recreational directors in the
industrial field, provided they have sufficient belief in the
value of recreation in Industry to sell themselves, and their
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In a recent Official Maasachusetts State Survey your firm
was one of the sixty nine leading Manufacturing Concerns in the
State having more than one thousand employees.
With this in mind vve feel that your firm is not only a leader
in Production and number of employees, but in other fields 'as\
well. This is a follow up survey with the purpose of determining
the Status of Industrial Recreation in Manufacturing Concerns in
State of Massachusetts,.
What is the General trend of Industrie,! Recrea.tion in Ma.ss-
a.chusetts? How docs your firm compare with the rest of Industry?
What is the current Union a.ttitudc in regard to Industrial
Recreation? Those questions along with these on Program, Orgaji-
isr.ticn, Facilities, Frcfessicnal Leadordhip, and FrcblemiS in the
field, wo will a-ttempt to answer r.nd send a summary at a later
date
.
It is requested that the attached questicnaire be completed
by you or your designate and returned as scon as possible to
facilitate compilation of data for thesis on Industrial Recreation.







TOJBER OF OI.IPLOYSESNAME OF Fima
ADDRESS MALE
PERSOMnIEL director FmAUL
DIFlECTIONS for AITSVi/BRING questlOILilRE
!• Please answer questionaire as soon as posible and return
same with inclosed self-addressed, stamped envelope*
2* Check only those questions that are applicable to your firm.
3* If you vjish to elaborate on any question feel free to use
back of sheet. Any additional information will be v^/elcome*
PART -1- CHG. iNIZ'^TION
1. Which Department is responsible for the Recreation Program?
2. Does the Firm employ a full time Recreation Director?
3* Does the Recreational Director have duties other than those
directly pertaining to Recreation? Yes No
If so, what are they:
4. Does the present Director of Recreation have specif training
for this vjork? If so, describe briefly:
5* How many employees v;ork directly in the Recreational Program?
pDJ?t time
: Full time ;
6. What is the Official name of the Recreational Organization:






7* uTQ all employees eligible for membership in Organization:
Automatic membership Selective membership
8. How many members on the Recreation Board:
Are Employee as well as employers represented:
How are members appointed to the Board:
PART -2- FIN..NCB3
1. Arc dues paid by the employees*
If so, how much is padd per ye ax*
2. How is the Organization supported? (Chock)
Company Parking area
Athletic Events Concessions
Special Events Vending machines
Employee dues Gand^
Union Other;
3* What was cost of Program to Firm for 1947?
What is the current budget for this year?-
What is the per capita cost of program fof 1947?
























. Is the Recreational Organization







affiliated with other Organ-





































2. Would you require a degree? If so, vi/hat field
V/ill there be professional opportunities in the future for
men to be employed in Industrial Recreation? Explains
3* V/hat if ajiy, are Firm's future plans for expajision in the
Industrial Recreation Field?
PART -5- PRCGR.WI
1. PRCGR.^^1 NOW IPT OPERATION

































































2. List and discuss bridfly on the back of this sheet the most
important problems you have encountered in regand to Indus
-
tria.l Recreation.
Jajmes Phillips
Boston University
Graduate School
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